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Free download Kingdom grace judgment paradox outrage and vindication
in the parables of jesus by robert farrar capon march 112002 (2023)
from over 100 sources popular gift book author robert strand has compiled both common and little known facts about jesus christ the jesus that strand uncovers is
definitely the christ of the gospels and the political cultural and religious times in which he lived are brought to life in this terrific book read about the traditions
that jesus grew up with the historical facts about his birth death and resurrection and man s ideas about him vs reality great as a reference book or gift this
collection of fascinating facts serves to illuminate god with us sample facts what was jesus last name according to jewish tradition one s last name was always
determined by the father s given name so the lord s complete name would have been yeshua ben yosef old testament prophecies contained in the old testament
there are more than 300 specific prophecies alone that concerned jesus the promised coming messiah these were written from 450 to more than 2 000 years before
his birth it s been mathematically calculated that the probability of just 8 of the more than 300 prophecies being fulfilled by chance is 1 in 1017 it is beyond the
realm of calculation to figure the probability of all 300 plus coming to pass in one life robert graves s controversial historical novel is a bold reworking of the story of
christ here jesus is not the son of god but the result of a secret marriage the descendant of herod and true king of the jews written from the perspective of a lowly
official at the end of the first century ad king jesus recounts jesus s birth youth life as a charismatic wonder worker and the unorthodox bitter nature of his death
and resurrection portraying jesus not as divine but as a flawed human bent upon his own doom this retelling of the gospels is a compelling blend of research
imagination and narrative power are you in pain do you suffer from a serious illness god wants to set you free the bible tells us that jesus christ is the same
yesterday today and forever the same miracle working power that flowed from the life of christ is available to you right now all you need to do is tap into it in this
book robert abel will show you how the spiritual exercises on these life giving pages have the power to break all forms of bondage sickness and disease in your life
restore you to perfect health and bring you to intimate fellowship with your heavenly father jesus loves you he took all the sin and sickness of the world upon
himself so that you could be set free are you going to believe in an incurable condition or are you going to accept the lord s healing power the promise is for you
what are you waiting for allow the lord s miracle working power to transform your life today i do believe that the kind of new testament survey material that dr
imperato has prepared can stimulate the interest of newcomers to the field especially college undergraduates and others who have a cultural connection to the bible
but very slender acquaintance with it the observation of parallel versions of the same pericope in the gospels is usually a new and intriguing experience for this
constituency which is often predisposed to consider the sacred texts dryly uniform and threadbare in respect to paul there is next to no undistorted prior exposure
to build upon especially among catholics so an introduction to his prominent themes but only with understanding of his texts as genuine letters not treatises can
arouse interest in further assisted reading dr imperato s sketches are properly dedicated to such reading assistance not to furnishing cliff notes in place of the bible
this is why i think his work can be of considerable educational value the rev dr richard j dillon senior professor of theology new testament fordham university former
general editor of the catholic biblical quarterly jesus is the center of christian faith and the bible is its holy book its sacred scriptures for hundreds of years this
meant that jesus was divine and the bible was a divine product this remains the primary perspective for many christians today however it has mutated appreciably
for others it is not that jesus is no longer thought of as the center of christian faith or the bible as christianitys sacred scriptures those remain true for everyone
however studies in biblical criticism and the historical jesus suggest jesus was a palestinian jew a human being not different in that respect from you and me divinity
was bestowed upon him by his followers and eventually took the form of imperial divinity after the example of caesar this presents a conundrum for christianity
what for instance is christianity to do with a human being at its center how has christianity accommodated imperial rule what do we do with those imperial titles by
which he is known lord savior redeemer and son of god taking caesar out of jesus presents a new portrait of jesus based on solid historical evidence assembled from
the works of hundreds of critical biblical scholars as the subtitle proclaims jesus emerges from this book as a new figure relevant to the 21st century some will say
this new perspective destroys christianity others will find jesus to be far more believable and compelling anyone will find this progressive approach to uncovering
the historical jesus thought provoking this book however goes beyond biblical criticism and a new portrait of the historical jesus it confronts the christian
proclamation that jesus is humanitys savior including the notion that it needs a savior it suggests that the historical jesus never embraced the well known notion of
divine salvation to the contrary jesus embraced judaisms wisdom tradition in the wisdom tradition a person deals with the exigencies of life by developing a new
vision of reality and by acting differently jesus did not provide an instruction manual for living rather he pointed us in the direction of self management as described
in this book this new way of living taken from jesuss parables and aphorisms will startle some and stir others toward greater maturity and responsibility for their
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own lives a bestseller in france during the 1960s this book presents a compelling account of the missing years of jesus youth and adolescence aron recounts the
cultural and religious influences that a jewish boy would have experienced in first century life in palestine and hypothesizes how a boy rooted in jewish tradition
could have grown to create an entirely new religion the jesus secret is the first fiction book written by dr robert siblerud based on his nonfiction book the unknown
life of jesus it is a historical novel about the life of jesus it is an exciting adventure of two college professors carl iverson and katherine ralston searching for the
truth of what really happened to jesus dr iverson had received an ancient manuscript written in aramaic at the time of jesus discovered in israel the manuscript
described jesus s life after the crucifixion giving evidence that he survived the crucifixion an actual manuscript was found called the talmud of immanuel the book
provides the evidence that jesus lived out his life in kashmir and had a family the excitement comes when powers of the church try to prevent carl and katherine
from finding the truth the jesus secret describes the lost years of jesus how he survived the crucifixion his family a background on how the church was established
and the corruption within the church to hide the truth the final chapters describe what may happen if the truth is discovered after reading the book the reader will
have a better understanding respect and love for jesus the most evolved soul ever to help guide humanity on their spiritual journey did you know you can read jesus
s sermon on the mount in about 18 minutes yet packed into this short talk are more life changing and startlingly original teachings than anywhere else in scripture
in it jesus dives past the surface into the heart of what we need and desire from god ourselves and one another it s the spiritual straight talk we need about the
things that matter most in life drawing from decades of study dr robert jeffress breaks down jesus s most well known yet least followed teachings about happiness
faith relationships sex reconciliation prayer money and more he shows how we often misunderstand and misapply these verses and unpacks exactly what jesus was
teaching us about our own hearts and minds if you long to take your christian walk to the next level it s time to grasp these biblical truths that have the power to
change your life publisher description bestselling author and pastor robert j morgan explores the many character traits of jesus as shown by his many names in this
accessible introduction to jesus christ robert stein draws together the results of a career of research and writing on jesus and the gospels now in paperback this
classic textbook treats every episode in the life of jesus with historical care and attention to its significance for understanding the life and ministry of jesus clearly
written ably argued and geared to the needs of students jesus the messiah will give probing minds a sure grounding in the life and ministry of jesus the acronym
wwjd what would jesus do has become a popular device for making ethical and moral decisions and evaluating how we should act in a wide range of situations but
this seemingly ubiquitous slogan has also been used to trivialize jesus and use his name to endorse some activity or product now we also hear questions like what
would jesus eat what would jesus wear what would jesus drive enough already if you want to consider this question seriously then the best way to find the answer to
wwjd is to investigate what jesus actually did while he was here on earth jesus christ was a real man who lived in a real time and a real place and his words and
deeds are recorded in the four gospels once we carefully study the gospels and become familiar with what jesus did then we will be in a better position to discern
what jesus would do now what jesus did is an in depth look at the life of jesus including his birth his parables his miracles his sayings his death and his resurrection
the unique format of this study guide makes it an excellent resource for a preaching series sunday school lessons group bible study or personal devotional reading
each chapter is built around a series of questions to help you gain deeper meaning and insight from the scriptures and because jesus expects us to turn learning into
doing and live according to his example each chapter also includes a wwjd action step for applying his teachings in our daily lives in fresh language that brings the
sayings and saving activities of jesus into the world of the third millennium prescott ezickson shares bible studies with emotional impact on the classic motivation
for christian living what would jesus do robert t coote former associate director overseas ministries study center new haven connecticut robert d prescott ezickson
is senior pastor of first baptist church in meriden connecticut he is a graduate m div and ph d of southern baptist theological seminary in louisville kentucky and has
previously pastored churches in indiana new jersey and connecticut he has also been an adjunct professor of religion at central connecticut state university prescott
ezickson has served as president of the minister s council for american baptist churches of connecticut moderator of the south central association and president of
the meriden clergy association he is the author of god has a plan for you css experience jesus in a new and intimate way the same way his friends knew him in this
book by the co founder of teaming life robert c crosby he s the king of kings and lord of lords the savior and god with us however can we really know jesus as our
best friend drawing on the close relationships that jesus had while on earth the wisdom of great men and women of god through the ages and personal experience
crosby takes readers to that place of personal transformation more than a passage it is a day by day reality where deep abiding friendship takes hold side by side
with jesus readers discover the greatest friendship in the universe as it was intended to be in this fascinating work the author draws some amazing and ground
breaking new insights into bible prophecy from first century jewish apocalyticism and then presents a radical restructuring of the book of revelation that clarifies it
as no other book dr morey unravels the seeming contradictions and mystifying puzzles of biblical prophecy using the jewish hermeneutical principles that jesus and
the apostles used in their interpretation of old testament prophecy there is no other book like this today it explains the mt olivette discourse and the book of
revelation in such a way that will astound and delight you it is a must read for clear thinking christians who want to know what will happen at the end of the world
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according to jesus the gospel of jesus christ is meant to heal us and keep us in line to god s commands long ago god incarnated as a man in order to reorganize us
with a new covenant for jesus didn t come to change the law or do away with it but fulfill it this book is also really good if you have vision issues for it has large print
this book is an ideal introduction for someone new to christianity and can be an ideal tool for any church this book also includes revelation for it is such an
important book robert e speer 1867 1947 was an american presbyterian theologian author and missiologist in this classic work speer observes the true way to
answer the question what would jesus do now in my place is to study the principles of jesus life and teaching only so shall we be able intelligently to strive to do
whatever he would like to have us do and we could not undertake any bible study more fundamental and necessary than this nor could any be sweeter or more
helpful for all bible study is valuable just in proportion as it shows us the face of jesus that study is most directly helpful which leads us to look straight at him whom
luther called the proper man who was the revelation of the father s will for every man what jesus was the father would have each of us be what jesus did the father
would have each of us do an account of the life and ministry of jesus that combines all four gospels into a single narrative and allows jesus himself to tell us the
story what does the bible really say about jesus a comprehensive source for all the evidence in the bible concerning the divinity of jesus by a scholar of international
reputation an updated and combined volume of robert reymond s two previous books on the subject jesus is the most attractive person in human history professional
fishermen dropped everything to follow him social outcasts were transformed into outspoken ambassadors sinners repulsed by their religious leaders were drawn to
jesus by the scores today everyday believers are called to attract people to jesus but how do we do that god s plan to reach the world is not through commercialism
or trendy marketing gimmicks it s through you however some are caught in the performance trap of doing more and trying harder to please god which produces the
unintended consequences of spiritual brokenness and judgmental attitudes that render the believer ineffective at reflecting the heart of god the art of marketing
jesus is an easy to understand spiritual growth process that has helped many believers internalize the life giving promises of the new covenant and produce an
abundance of love joy and peace in their lives which is precisely the attitudes and characteristics required to attract people to jesus if you want to live free and
attract more people to jesus perhaps it s time to become a new wineskin it s time to say goodbye to old thoughts that keep you in bondage and place your light on
the lampstand of spiritual freedom robert beckford explores the dialogue between two central institutions in african caribbean life the church and the dancehall he
highlights how dub one of the central features of dancehall culture can be mobilized as a framework for re evaluating theology taking apart doctrine and
reconstructing it under the influence of a guiding theme engaging with the social and cultural heritage that informs christian african caribbean culture including the
influence of slavery revival christianity and working class jamaican life black theology and music ranging from post war sound system to american hip hop jesus dub
is a detailed exploration of how throughout history music and faith have been transformed in response to racialised oppression finally beckford demonstrates that
dub style appears in the teachings of jesus and that dub is a tool which can provide new ways of envisaging and practising spiritual gifts and financial giving
proposing a more inclusive theology for everyone what unanswered questions do you have about your life some of us struggle to find meaning others wonder about
identity and all of us want to be loved your story the events and relationships that define you will guide how you answer those questions but god has a story too his
story is about sending jesus to this broken world to mend all in his gospel john presented jesus as the son of god by painting portraits pictures of him the author of
this volume displays twenty nine of these portraits for us to look at and even study the reader who observes these portraits carefully will come to know the lord
jesus christ in new and deeper ways after each portrait is examined there are applications for daily living and simple study questions drawn from the portrait this
book is all about jesus the living word set forth in the written word and is intended for individual and group use joseph of arimathea brings together modern
research ancient legends and unique storytelling to trace the journey of joseph of arimathea from england to palestine as he performs an annual pilgrimage there
during this particular trip to palestine joseph s world is turned upside down by the political crucifixion of jesus at the hands of his enemies joseph with his friend
nicodemus buries jesus s body according to jewish ritual for this joseph is himself arrested but he is delivered from imprisonment by the risen jesus as an ardent
believer in and follower of god s chosen one joseph plays a vital role in establishing the early church and its subsequent missionary movement after fourteen years
in palestine joseph returns to england as a missionary he is sent there as the first bishop to england and wales where he later builds a church at glastonbury joseph
carries to england the silver chalice and silver plate used during the last supper along with a staff fashioned from the crown of thorns placed on jesus s head
including a detailed appendix includes some of the surviving descendant lines of the two children of joseph of arimathea and his wife anna joseph s story provides a
fascinating account of some of the most precious historic christian artifacts mark 13 the so called little apocalypse has puzzled readers for generations was jesus
speaking of the end time return of the son of man or the coming destruction of jerusalem or both how can we know robert stein a seasoned gospels scholar offers an
in depth and insightful commentary on mark chapter 13 an important and puzzling discourse of jesus the problem of the way in which patristic exegetes viewed the
new testament and indeed the whole bible has concerned scholars a good deal in recent years especially since it has been discovered that many of the fathers
methods were analogous to our own the problem of historical criticism however does not seem to have occupied so much attention by concentrating on one problem
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that of the life of jesus i have sought to see how early christians up to and including origen faced it and what there is in their work which deserves retention or
rejection from the preface in this compelling study of the birth and infancy of jesus robert miller separates fact from fiction in the gospel narratives and relates them
to stories about the miraculous births of israelite heroes and of greek and roman sons of god born divine analyzes the christian claim that the birth and childhood of
jesus fulfilled old testament prophecies the historical and theological dimensions of the virgin birth tradition are discussed with honesty and insight this wide
ranging book also presents additional infancy gospels from the second century through the middle ages this remarkable short guide to meditation is the fruit of
many years of meditative experience as well as thirty years of teaching meditation through exercises and meditation sentences it delineates an accessible systematic
process of inner work by which a person can come to experience both the i or self and the miraculous nature of that light that as inner light we call attention
beginning with simple meditation sentences that illuminate the role of attention in perception the person wishing to take this path is led gradually to the reality and
experience of form free attention kühlewind offers step by step guidance in concentration exercises sentence meditations visualizations image or symbol
meditations and perceptual meditations for guidance on the path he also offers advice and help with the difficulties and problems that can arise each stage of the
path in itself and in relation to the whole sequence is presented in a way to be understood through meditative thinking deepened in this way it becomes as well a
work of philosophy but philosophy understood as a transformative way of life an inner path you can read jesus s sermon on the mount in about 18 minutes and you
can read dr robert jeffress s insightful book 18 minutes with jesus in a matter of hours but if you want to get the most out of your time in the sermon on the mount
either individually or as part of a small group you ll want to have the 18 minutes with jesus study guide at your side with thought provoking questions and activities
that help you delve even deeper into the word of god this study guide is the perfect tool to help you uncover truths that have the power to change your life almost 60
percent of those in american evangelical churches believe that many religions can lead to eternal life but if jesus is to be trusted when he says that no one comes to
the father except through him the church is failing in its mission and it s not hard to guess why an exclusive jesus just isn t popular in our inclusive world dr robert
jeffress calls on christians to recover the exclusive claims of the one they claim as lord and savior not as a way to keep people out of heaven but as the only way to
invite them in he tackles questions like can people be saved who have never heard of christ what about those who worship god by another name do children
automatically go to heaven when they die true compassion for non christians doesn t lie in letting them go their way while we go ours but in sharing the only true
way with them our clture is changing almost daily in our world this creates a lot of confusion as to where the believer and the church fit into this changing culture
how do we maintain our christian identity in such a world that requires us to compromise our most cherished beliefs this book offers an old solution that has stood
the test of time but has eluded many present day believers the original message of jesus is no longer considered relevant in our culture by many today this book
challenges that idea by making jesus message about the kingdom of heaven not only relevant but also necessary it is time that we listen again to the underlying
message of the greatest prophet and teacher who has ever lived and not only make his teaching relevant but the teacher as well university of mississippi and
harvard educated author robert lewis berman has researched and written a compelling history of what was once a relatively large jewish community located in one
of the least expected placesÂ lexington mississippi a small rural town in the heart of the bible belt unlike some other places in the south and nation it has been a
comparatively peaceful area with little if any racial violence and no demonstrations of anti semitism since jews came to that little town well over a century and a half
ago lexington is one of the most ecumenical communities in america a house of david in the land of jesus consists of true heart warming stories about the lives of the
entire jewish community in this mississippi town their outreach their accomplishments their failures their triumphs and their tragediesÂ including their close and
lasting relationships with the christian community both black and white itÂ s a history worth reading and emulating after reading bonded with jesus readers will feel
and understand that being a christian means being attached to jesus christ the son of god our great high priest king of kings lord of lords the great creator of
heaven and earth for themselves an attachment that yields eternal life with him enabling us to love god with our whole heart and being and to love our fellow human
beings as we love ourselves a critical figure in understanding doctrinal debates robert jenson s work is nonetheless incredibly hard to get a handle on jesus in the
trinity presents a much needed primer on the theologian demystifying his work and exploring the place his thinking has in the life of faith today
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365 Fascinating Facts about Jesus
2000-03-01

from over 100 sources popular gift book author robert strand has compiled both common and little known facts about jesus christ the jesus that strand uncovers is
definitely the christ of the gospels and the political cultural and religious times in which he lived are brought to life in this terrific book read about the traditions
that jesus grew up with the historical facts about his birth death and resurrection and man s ideas about him vs reality great as a reference book or gift this
collection of fascinating facts serves to illuminate god with us sample facts what was jesus last name according to jewish tradition one s last name was always
determined by the father s given name so the lord s complete name would have been yeshua ben yosef old testament prophecies contained in the old testament
there are more than 300 specific prophecies alone that concerned jesus the promised coming messiah these were written from 450 to more than 2 000 years before
his birth it s been mathematically calculated that the probability of just 8 of the more than 300 prophecies being fulfilled by chance is 1 in 1017 it is beyond the
realm of calculation to figure the probability of all 300 plus coming to pass in one life

King Jesus
2011-12-01

robert graves s controversial historical novel is a bold reworking of the story of christ here jesus is not the son of god but the result of a secret marriage the
descendant of herod and true king of the jews written from the perspective of a lowly official at the end of the first century ad king jesus recounts jesus s birth youth
life as a charismatic wonder worker and the unorthodox bitter nature of his death and resurrection portraying jesus not as divine but as a flawed human bent upon
his own doom this retelling of the gospels is a compelling blend of research imagination and narrative power

The Healing Power of Jesus
2006-01-01

are you in pain do you suffer from a serious illness god wants to set you free the bible tells us that jesus christ is the same yesterday today and forever the same
miracle working power that flowed from the life of christ is available to you right now all you need to do is tap into it in this book robert abel will show you how the
spiritual exercises on these life giving pages have the power to break all forms of bondage sickness and disease in your life restore you to perfect health and bring
you to intimate fellowship with your heavenly father jesus loves you he took all the sin and sickness of the world upon himself so that you could be set free are you
going to believe in an incurable condition or are you going to accept the lord s healing power the promise is for you what are you waiting for allow the lord s miracle
working power to transform your life today

Portraits of Jesus
2008

i do believe that the kind of new testament survey material that dr imperato has prepared can stimulate the interest of newcomers to the field especially college
undergraduates and others who have a cultural connection to the bible but very slender acquaintance with it the observation of parallel versions of the same
pericope in the gospels is usually a new and intriguing experience for this constituency which is often predisposed to consider the sacred texts dryly uniform and
threadbare in respect to paul there is next to no undistorted prior exposure to build upon especially among catholics so an introduction to his prominent themes but
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only with understanding of his texts as genuine letters not treatises can arouse interest in further assisted reading dr imperato s sketches are properly dedicated to
such reading assistance not to furnishing cliff notes in place of the bible this is why i think his work can be of considerable educational value the rev dr richard j
dillon senior professor of theology new testament fordham university former general editor of the catholic biblical quarterly

Taking Caesar out of Jesus
2013-10-18

jesus is the center of christian faith and the bible is its holy book its sacred scriptures for hundreds of years this meant that jesus was divine and the bible was a
divine product this remains the primary perspective for many christians today however it has mutated appreciably for others it is not that jesus is no longer thought
of as the center of christian faith or the bible as christianitys sacred scriptures those remain true for everyone however studies in biblical criticism and the historical
jesus suggest jesus was a palestinian jew a human being not different in that respect from you and me divinity was bestowed upon him by his followers and
eventually took the form of imperial divinity after the example of caesar this presents a conundrum for christianity what for instance is christianity to do with a
human being at its center how has christianity accommodated imperial rule what do we do with those imperial titles by which he is known lord savior redeemer and
son of god taking caesar out of jesus presents a new portrait of jesus based on solid historical evidence assembled from the works of hundreds of critical biblical
scholars as the subtitle proclaims jesus emerges from this book as a new figure relevant to the 21st century some will say this new perspective destroys christianity
others will find jesus to be far more believable and compelling anyone will find this progressive approach to uncovering the historical jesus thought provoking this
book however goes beyond biblical criticism and a new portrait of the historical jesus it confronts the christian proclamation that jesus is humanitys savior including
the notion that it needs a savior it suggests that the historical jesus never embraced the well known notion of divine salvation to the contrary jesus embraced
judaisms wisdom tradition in the wisdom tradition a person deals with the exigencies of life by developing a new vision of reality and by acting differently jesus did
not provide an instruction manual for living rather he pointed us in the direction of self management as described in this book this new way of living taken from
jesuss parables and aphorisms will startle some and stir others toward greater maturity and responsibility for their own lives

Meet Jesus
1995-01-01

a bestseller in france during the 1960s this book presents a compelling account of the missing years of jesus youth and adolescence aron recounts the cultural and
religious influences that a jewish boy would have experienced in first century life in palestine and hypothesizes how a boy rooted in jewish tradition could have
grown to create an entirely new religion

A Boy Named Jesus
1997

the jesus secret is the first fiction book written by dr robert siblerud based on his nonfiction book the unknown life of jesus it is a historical novel about the life of
jesus it is an exciting adventure of two college professors carl iverson and katherine ralston searching for the truth of what really happened to jesus dr iverson had
received an ancient manuscript written in aramaic at the time of jesus discovered in israel the manuscript described jesus s life after the crucifixion giving evidence
that he survived the crucifixion an actual manuscript was found called the talmud of immanuel the book provides the evidence that jesus lived out his life in kashmir
and had a family the excitement comes when powers of the church try to prevent carl and katherine from finding the truth the jesus secret describes the lost years
of jesus how he survived the crucifixion his family a background on how the church was established and the corruption within the church to hide the truth the final
chapters describe what may happen if the truth is discovered after reading the book the reader will have a better understanding respect and love for jesus the most
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evolved soul ever to help guide humanity on their spiritual journey

Jesus Secret
2012-09

did you know you can read jesus s sermon on the mount in about 18 minutes yet packed into this short talk are more life changing and startlingly original teachings
than anywhere else in scripture in it jesus dives past the surface into the heart of what we need and desire from god ourselves and one another it s the spiritual
straight talk we need about the things that matter most in life drawing from decades of study dr robert jeffress breaks down jesus s most well known yet least
followed teachings about happiness faith relationships sex reconciliation prayer money and more he shows how we often misunderstand and misapply these verses
and unpacks exactly what jesus was teaching us about our own hearts and minds if you long to take your christian walk to the next level it s time to grasp these
biblical truths that have the power to change your life

18 Minutes with Jesus
2022-10-04

publisher description

Honest to Jesus
1996

bestselling author and pastor robert j morgan explores the many character traits of jesus as shown by his many names

He Shall Be Called
2009-11-29

in this accessible introduction to jesus christ robert stein draws together the results of a career of research and writing on jesus and the gospels now in paperback
this classic textbook treats every episode in the life of jesus with historical care and attention to its significance for understanding the life and ministry of jesus
clearly written ably argued and geared to the needs of students jesus the messiah will give probing minds a sure grounding in the life and ministry of jesus

Jesus the Messiah
2009-08-20

the acronym wwjd what would jesus do has become a popular device for making ethical and moral decisions and evaluating how we should act in a wide range of
situations but this seemingly ubiquitous slogan has also been used to trivialize jesus and use his name to endorse some activity or product now we also hear
questions like what would jesus eat what would jesus wear what would jesus drive enough already if you want to consider this question seriously then the best way
to find the answer to wwjd is to investigate what jesus actually did while he was here on earth jesus christ was a real man who lived in a real time and a real place
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and his words and deeds are recorded in the four gospels once we carefully study the gospels and become familiar with what jesus did then we will be in a better
position to discern what jesus would do now what jesus did is an in depth look at the life of jesus including his birth his parables his miracles his sayings his death
and his resurrection the unique format of this study guide makes it an excellent resource for a preaching series sunday school lessons group bible study or personal
devotional reading each chapter is built around a series of questions to help you gain deeper meaning and insight from the scriptures and because jesus expects us
to turn learning into doing and live according to his example each chapter also includes a wwjd action step for applying his teachings in our daily lives in fresh
language that brings the sayings and saving activities of jesus into the world of the third millennium prescott ezickson shares bible studies with emotional impact on
the classic motivation for christian living what would jesus do robert t coote former associate director overseas ministries study center new haven connecticut
robert d prescott ezickson is senior pastor of first baptist church in meriden connecticut he is a graduate m div and ph d of southern baptist theological seminary in
louisville kentucky and has previously pastored churches in indiana new jersey and connecticut he has also been an adjunct professor of religion at central
connecticut state university prescott ezickson has served as president of the minister s council for american baptist churches of connecticut moderator of the south
central association and president of the meriden clergy association he is the author of god has a plan for you css

What Jesus Did
2004

experience jesus in a new and intimate way the same way his friends knew him in this book by the co founder of teaming life robert c crosby he s the king of kings
and lord of lords the savior and god with us however can we really know jesus as our best friend drawing on the close relationships that jesus had while on earth the
wisdom of great men and women of god through the ages and personal experience crosby takes readers to that place of personal transformation more than a
passage it is a day by day reality where deep abiding friendship takes hold side by side with jesus readers discover the greatest friendship in the universe as it was
intended to be

More than a Savior
2011-04-27

in this fascinating work the author draws some amazing and ground breaking new insights into bible prophecy from first century jewish apocalyticism and then
presents a radical restructuring of the book of revelation that clarifies it as no other book dr morey unravels the seeming contradictions and mystifying puzzles of
biblical prophecy using the jewish hermeneutical principles that jesus and the apostles used in their interpretation of old testament prophecy there is no other book
like this today it explains the mt olivette discourse and the book of revelation in such a way that will astound and delight you it is a must read for clear thinking
christians who want to know what will happen at the end of the world according to jesus

Jesus and His Enemies
2017-12-14

the gospel of jesus christ is meant to heal us and keep us in line to god s commands long ago god incarnated as a man in order to reorganize us with a new covenant
for jesus didn t come to change the law or do away with it but fulfill it this book is also really good if you have vision issues for it has large print this book is an ideal
introduction for someone new to christianity and can be an ideal tool for any church this book also includes revelation for it is such an important book
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The End of the World According to Jesus
2010-05

robert e speer 1867 1947 was an american presbyterian theologian author and missiologist in this classic work speer observes the true way to answer the question
what would jesus do now in my place is to study the principles of jesus life and teaching only so shall we be able intelligently to strive to do whatever he would like
to have us do and we could not undertake any bible study more fundamental and necessary than this nor could any be sweeter or more helpful for all bible study is
valuable just in proportion as it shows us the face of jesus that study is most directly helpful which leads us to look straight at him whom luther called the proper
man who was the revelation of the father s will for every man what jesus was the father would have each of us be what jesus did the father would have each of us do

Gospel of Lord Jesus Christ God in the Flesh
2015-02-11

an account of the life and ministry of jesus that combines all four gospels into a single narrative and allows jesus himself to tell us the story

Dehua ciqi zhanlan
1975

what does the bible really say about jesus a comprehensive source for all the evidence in the bible concerning the divinity of jesus by a scholar of international
reputation an updated and combined volume of robert reymond s two previous books on the subject

The Works of Robert Traill
1810

jesus is the most attractive person in human history professional fishermen dropped everything to follow him social outcasts were transformed into outspoken
ambassadors sinners repulsed by their religious leaders were drawn to jesus by the scores today everyday believers are called to attract people to jesus but how do
we do that god s plan to reach the world is not through commercialism or trendy marketing gimmicks it s through you however some are caught in the performance
trap of doing more and trying harder to please god which produces the unintended consequences of spiritual brokenness and judgmental attitudes that render the
believer ineffective at reflecting the heart of god the art of marketing jesus is an easy to understand spiritual growth process that has helped many believers
internalize the life giving promises of the new covenant and produce an abundance of love joy and peace in their lives which is precisely the attitudes and
characteristics required to attract people to jesus if you want to live free and attract more people to jesus perhaps it s time to become a new wineskin it s time to
say goodbye to old thoughts that keep you in bondage and place your light on the lampstand of spiritual freedom

The Principles of Jesus
1917

robert beckford explores the dialogue between two central institutions in african caribbean life the church and the dancehall he highlights how dub one of the
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central features of dancehall culture can be mobilized as a framework for re evaluating theology taking apart doctrine and reconstructing it under the influence of a
guiding theme engaging with the social and cultural heritage that informs christian african caribbean culture including the influence of slavery revival christianity
and working class jamaican life black theology and music ranging from post war sound system to american hip hop jesus dub is a detailed exploration of how
throughout history music and faith have been transformed in response to racialised oppression finally beckford demonstrates that dub style appears in the teachings
of jesus and that dub is a tool which can provide new ways of envisaging and practising spiritual gifts and financial giving proposing a more inclusive theology for
everyone

Jesus, in His Own Words
2010

what unanswered questions do you have about your life some of us struggle to find meaning others wonder about identity and all of us want to be loved your story
the events and relationships that define you will guide how you answer those questions but god has a story too his story is about sending jesus to this broken world
to mend all

The Works of ... Robert Traill. (An account of the life and character of the author.)
1810

in his gospel john presented jesus as the son of god by painting portraits pictures of him the author of this volume displays twenty nine of these portraits for us to
look at and even study the reader who observes these portraits carefully will come to know the lord jesus christ in new and deeper ways after each portrait is
examined there are applications for daily living and simple study questions drawn from the portrait this book is all about jesus the living word set forth in the
written word and is intended for individual and group use

Jesus Divine Messiah
2001

joseph of arimathea brings together modern research ancient legends and unique storytelling to trace the journey of joseph of arimathea from england to palestine
as he performs an annual pilgrimage there during this particular trip to palestine joseph s world is turned upside down by the political crucifixion of jesus at the
hands of his enemies joseph with his friend nicodemus buries jesus s body according to jewish ritual for this joseph is himself arrested but he is delivered from
imprisonment by the risen jesus as an ardent believer in and follower of god s chosen one joseph plays a vital role in establishing the early church and its
subsequent missionary movement after fourteen years in palestine joseph returns to england as a missionary he is sent there as the first bishop to england and
wales where he later builds a church at glastonbury joseph carries to england the silver chalice and silver plate used during the last supper along with a staff
fashioned from the crown of thorns placed on jesus s head including a detailed appendix includes some of the surviving descendant lines of the two children of
joseph of arimathea and his wife anna joseph s story provides a fascinating account of some of the most precious historic christian artifacts

The Art of Marketing Jesus
2021-07-21

mark 13 the so called little apocalypse has puzzled readers for generations was jesus speaking of the end time return of the son of man or the coming destruction of
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jerusalem or both how can we know robert stein a seasoned gospels scholar offers an in depth and insightful commentary on mark chapter 13 an important and
puzzling discourse of jesus

Jesus Dub
2006-09-27

the problem of the way in which patristic exegetes viewed the new testament and indeed the whole bible has concerned scholars a good deal in recent years
especially since it has been discovered that many of the fathers methods were analogous to our own the problem of historical criticism however does not seem to
have occupied so much attention by concentrating on one problem that of the life of jesus i have sought to see how early christians up to and including origen faced
it and what there is in their work which deserves retention or rejection from the preface

A plea for the divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ. In a pastoral letter addressed to a congregation of
Protestant dissenters, at Cambridge. Signed: Robert Robinson. The second edition
1780

in this compelling study of the birth and infancy of jesus robert miller separates fact from fiction in the gospel narratives and relates them to stories about the
miraculous births of israelite heroes and of greek and roman sons of god born divine analyzes the christian claim that the birth and childhood of jesus fulfilled old
testament prophecies the historical and theological dimensions of the virgin birth tradition are discussed with honesty and insight this wide ranging book also
presents additional infancy gospels from the second century through the middle ages

Restoration Story
2021-09-27

this remarkable short guide to meditation is the fruit of many years of meditative experience as well as thirty years of teaching meditation through exercises and
meditation sentences it delineates an accessible systematic process of inner work by which a person can come to experience both the i or self and the miraculous
nature of that light that as inner light we call attention beginning with simple meditation sentences that illuminate the role of attention in perception the person
wishing to take this path is led gradually to the reality and experience of form free attention kühlewind offers step by step guidance in concentration exercises
sentence meditations visualizations image or symbol meditations and perceptual meditations for guidance on the path he also offers advice and help with the
difficulties and problems that can arise each stage of the path in itself and in relation to the whole sequence is presented in a way to be understood through
meditative thinking deepened in this way it becomes as well a work of philosophy but philosophy understood as a transformative way of life an inner path

Portraits of Jesus in the Gospel of John
2007-01-15

you can read jesus s sermon on the mount in about 18 minutes and you can read dr robert jeffress s insightful book 18 minutes with jesus in a matter of hours but if
you want to get the most out of your time in the sermon on the mount either individually or as part of a small group you ll want to have the 18 minutes with jesus
study guide at your side with thought provoking questions and activities that help you delve even deeper into the word of god this study guide is the perfect tool to
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help you uncover truths that have the power to change your life

Joseph of Arimathea
2011-02

almost 60 percent of those in american evangelical churches believe that many religions can lead to eternal life but if jesus is to be trusted when he says that no one
comes to the father except through him the church is failing in its mission and it s not hard to guess why an exclusive jesus just isn t popular in our inclusive world
dr robert jeffress calls on christians to recover the exclusive claims of the one they claim as lord and savior not as a way to keep people out of heaven but as the only
way to invite them in he tackles questions like can people be saved who have never heard of christ what about those who worship god by another name do children
automatically go to heaven when they die true compassion for non christians doesn t lie in letting them go their way while we go ours but in sharing the only true
way with them

Jesus, the Temple and the Coming Son of Man
2014-08-20

our clture is changing almost daily in our world this creates a lot of confusion as to where the believer and the church fit into this changing culture how do we
maintain our christian identity in such a world that requires us to compromise our most cherished beliefs this book offers an old solution that has stood the test of
time but has eluded many present day believers the original message of jesus is no longer considered relevant in our culture by many today this book challenges
that idea by making jesus message about the kingdom of heaven not only relevant but also necessary it is time that we listen again to the underlying message of the
greatest prophet and teacher who has ever lived and not only make his teaching relevant but the teacher as well

King Jesus
1955

university of mississippi and harvard educated author robert lewis berman has researched and written a compelling history of what was once a relatively large
jewish community located in one of the least expected placesÂ lexington mississippi a small rural town in the heart of the bible belt unlike some other places in the
south and nation it has been a comparatively peaceful area with little if any racial violence and no demonstrations of anti semitism since jews came to that little
town well over a century and a half ago lexington is one of the most ecumenical communities in america a house of david in the land of jesus consists of true heart
warming stories about the lives of the entire jewish community in this mississippi town their outreach their accomplishments their failures their triumphs and their
tragediesÂ including their close and lasting relationships with the christian community both black and white itÂ s a history worth reading and emulating

The Earliest Lives of Jesus
2008-12-11

after reading bonded with jesus readers will feel and understand that being a christian means being attached to jesus christ the son of god our great high priest
king of kings lord of lords the great creator of heaven and earth for themselves an attachment that yields eternal life with him enabling us to love god with our
whole heart and being and to love our fellow human beings as we love ourselves
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Born Divine
2003

a critical figure in understanding doctrinal debates robert jenson s work is nonetheless incredibly hard to get a handle on jesus in the trinity presents a much
needed primer on the theologian demystifying his work and exploring the place his thinking has in the life of faith today

Jesus, Lazarus, and the Messiah
2005-05

18 Minutes with Jesus Study Guide
2022-10-04

Not All Roads Lead to Heaven
2016-02-09

Kingdom in Your Midst
2015-02-23

A House of David In the Land of Jesus
2007-10-01

Bonded with Jesus
2021-01-10

Jesus in the Trinity
2020-01-31
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